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THE PERFECT FLAME SPRAY COATING SYSTEM FOR PIPE CONTRACTORS
HIGH PERFORMANCE AND VERSATILITY IN A COMPACT SYSTEM

IBIX
SURFACE TECHNOLOGIES
TECHNICAL DATA

Overall Dimensions:

**WIDTH:** 700 mm (27.56 inch.)  
**LENGTH:** 650 mm (25.59 inch.)  
**HEIGHT:** 1050 mm (41.34 inch.)

- only requires dry compressed air and LPG  
- portable and easy to use  
- very high powder flow feeding system  
- large wheels for easier transport on rough terrain  
- quick connect, colour coded hoses to machine  
- controls fixed on the machine casing  
- suitable to apply a fully melted PP10 coating layer to 12 mm and more in one operation

**VARIOUS GUN SIZES for all operations**

- Large gun - suitable for larger diameter pipe joints, bends, buckle arrestors  
- Medium gun - suitable for smaller diameter pipe joints  
- Small gun - suitable for small diameter pipe joints and for repairs and touch ups  
- 45° gun to coat difficult to reach areas

**SPECIAL GUN VERSIONS**

New Guns with "vents" on the gun tip optimizing air ventilation in the gun and keeping the gun cooler.

New centurion gun for wider spray pattern.

**NEW EXTRA-COOLING SYSTEM with heat exchanger for prolonged flame spraying specially useful in automatic coating equipment.**
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